Abstract-This paper deals with the analytical examination of the dynamic properties of the walking motion of a biped robot based on a simple model. The robot is driven by rhythmic signals from an oscillator, which receives feedback signals from touch sensors at the tips of the legs. Instantly, the oscillator resets its phase and modifies the walking motion according to the feedback signals. Based on such a simple model, approximate periodic solutions are obtained, and the stability of the walking motion is analytically investigated by using a Poincaré map. The analytical results demonstrate that the modification of the step period and the walking motion due to the sensory feedback signals improves the stability of the walking motion.
In summary, the use of the MNM can improve the performance in almost all cases. We also notice that, as the environment becomes more complex, the advantages of the MNM become more pronounced.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a general solution to the inherent oscillation problem in potential field-based navigation by proposing the use of the MNM. We have performed a thorough comparison between these two algorithms, and the results show that the proposed MNM can greatly improve the overall system performance for all scenarios considered.
A major difficulty in using the MNM in optimization theory is the computation time. However, in the problems considered in this paper, the use of the MNM only requires a very modest computational effort due to the low-dimensional nature of the mobile robot motion planning problem.
For high-dimensional problems, when the computational cost of the MNM becomes prohibitive for real-time use, other optimization techniques, such as the conjugate gradient method, may prove useful in eliminating oscillations. We also propose that the MNM may still prove useful in high-dimensional problems as an off-line path planner, for example, for a manipulator arm or a parallel robot. The actual trajectory could then be generated by exploiting other control methods to track the predefined path.
Although we consider kinematic models in this paper, MNM is also applicable to robots with dynamic models. In preliminary work with dynamic models, we have observed similar performance improvements.
I. INTRODUCTION
Rhythmic motions such as animal walking are achieved by interaction between the dynamics of a musculoskeletal system and the rhythmic signals from the central pattern generator (CPG) [6] , [12] . The CPG comprises a set of neural oscillators present in the spinal cord, and spontaneously generates rhythmic signals even if it does not receive outer signals, such as a sensor signal. However, it is very sensitive to outer signals and modifies the rhythmic signals influenced by the outer signals, resulting in adaptive motions. CPG is widely modeled using nonlinear oscillators. Many studies have been carried out in order to elucidate the role for CPG in locomotion using quadruped robots [4] , [16] , biped robots [1] , [10] , [15] , a simulated salamander [8] , and human models [11] , [13] , [14] , [17] . In particular, a recent approach that incorporates the resetting of the CPG's phase, depending on outer signals, has been proposed [1] , [10] , [15] - [17] . For example, in our previous work [1] , [15] , a locomotion control system for a biped robot was developed using nonlinear oscillators. The nominal trajectories of the joints are designed by maps from the phases of the oscillators. A controller composed of nonlinear oscillators receives feedback signals from touch sensors. Instantly, the phase of the oscillator is reset, and the nominal trajectories of the joints are modified according to the phase reset. Studies revealed that the phase reset achieves robust walking motions by numerical simulations and hardware experiments. However, they are not sufficient to clarify the adaptability mechanism. The purpose of this paper is to clarify the role for the phase reset in adaptive walk based on a simple biped walking model.
II. SIMPLE WALKING MODEL
A. Biped Robot Model Fig. 1 shows a simple walking model of a biped robot composed of a hip and two legs, a swing leg and a stance leg. The legs are connected at the hip and the leg length is l. A touch sensor is attached to the tip of each leg. The tip of the stance leg is constrained on the ground, and the stance leg can only rotate around the tip. It is assumed that hip mass M and leg mass m are concentrated at the hip and at the tip of the leg, respectively, and that the robot is constrained on the x-y plane where the walking direction is the x axis. This system has two degrees of freedom, 1 and 2 , where 1 is the angle of the stance leg with respect to the perpendicular line to the ground and 2 is the angle between the swing leg and the stance leg. The robot has an oscillator that drives the robot whose amplitude is and whose phase is . Acceleration due to gravity is g.
The step cycle of the robot consists of two types of successive phases, a single-supported phase and a double-supported phase. In the singlesupported phase, only the stance leg is in contact with the ground, while in the double-supported phase, both legs are in contact with the ground. In the single-supported phase, since the robot has no actuator between the stance leg and the ground, the stance leg is not controlled directly. On the other hand, the robot has an actuator to manipulate the swing leg with respect to the stance leg. That is, angle 1 is not controlled directly, while angle 2 is controlled by actuator torque u.
B. Single-Supported Phase
In the single-supported phase, dimensionless equations of motion are given by Also, in the single-supported phase, amplitude of the oscillator is constant and phase of the oscillator has constant angular velocity !(> 0), i.e.,
Actuator torque u 0 manipulates angle 2 using a feedback control. Here, desired angle 2d of controlled angle 2 is designed so that the robot is driven by a rhythmic signal from the oscillator. Since the motion of the swing leg can be modeled as a pendulum-like oscillation [5] , [9] , desired angle 2d is designed as the simple function of amplitude and phase of the oscillator and constant parameter by 2d = 2d (; ; ) = c + :
A condition is imposed on desired angle 2d to take value 0S at = as stride angle. Then, it yields = 0 S and, thus, the desired angle 2d is modified by 2d = 2d (; ) = c + 0 S:
Using desired angle 2d , actuator torque u 0 is given by
where K p and K d are gain constants.
C. Double-Supported Phase
When the swing leg lands on the ground, both of the legs are in contact with the ground, as shown in Fig. 2 . The condition that brings the double-supported phase is called the double-support condition and is geometrically given by r(q) 2 1 0 2 = 0: (6) It is assumed that the double-supported phase duration is sufficiently short, which indicates that immediately following the double-supported phase, the swing leg is, in turn, constrained on the ground and the stance leg leaves the ground. That is, the foot constraint on the ground changes between the two legs, and the swing leg instantaneously becomes the stance leg and vice versa. This assumption implies that an impulsive force may occur at the tip of the swing leg and result in a discontinuous change in the angular velocities. It is also assumed that the stance leg lifts from the ground without interaction and that, during the short double-supported phase, the influence of the actuator torque is too small and can be ignored. From the conservation of the angular momentum and the condition of the swing leg to be constrained on the ground just after the double-supported phase, the relationship between the states immediately prior to and immediately following the double-supported phase is given by where 3 0 and 3 + indicate the state immediately prior to and immediately following a double-supported phase, respectively (for example, see [7] for details).
When the swing leg touches the ground, the oscillator receives a feedback signal from the touch sensor. Instantly, the phase of the oscillator is reset to a certain value 0, and then the walking motion is modified to start the next step according to the phase reset (see Fig. 3 ). In the modification, from (7), condition + 2d = 0 0 2d is imposed on desired angle 2d not to change discontinuously between immediately prior to and immediately following double-supported phases. As a result, the amplitude of the oscillator is modified, and the relationship between the states for the oscillator just before and just after the double-supported phase is given by + + = 2S 0 0 (1 + c 0 ) 1 + c0 : (8) Relations (7) and (8) are called transition rules.
III. LINEAR ANALYSIS
In this paper, angle 2 is controlled by a feedback control in (5) . It is assumed that as long as angle 2 is controlled by sufficient high-gain feedback control torque, angle 2 can catch up with desired angle 2d in a sufficiently small period of time, and thus angle 2 is identical to desired angle 2d , i.e., 2 ( ) = 2d (( ); ()) : (9) In light of the above description, state variables are defined as
A set of equations is given from equations of motion (1), double-support condition (6), and transition rules (7) and (8) by 
It follows that 2d (( ); ()) = Sc(! + 0); 0 T: (14) These solutions imply that the step period and the walking motion are modified depending on value 0. Here, the results are shown using the following parameters: ! = 1:5 rad, = 0:3, S = 6 , and 0 = 0 . Fig. 4 shows the periodic solutions obtained by linear analysis (Linear Analy.) and numerical simulation (Num. Sim.). Note that numerical simulation is based on the original nonlinear equations and conditions. Fig. 5 demonstrates the behavior of the state of the oscillator ( )e jf()+ig , where i(= 0; 1; 111) is the step number, by numerical simulation. 
IV. STABILITY ANALYSIS

A. Poincaré Map
In this section, the stability of the walking motion is analytically examined by using a Poincaré section. The state just after a double-supported phase is used as the state on the Poincaré section. The Poincaré map, which is the return map from one point on the Poincaré section to the next point on the Poincaré section, is denoted as q 7 ! p(q), and 
Periodic walk is asymptotically stable if all of the eigenvalues of Jacobian matrix J(q 3 ) are inside the unit circle on the complex plane, that is, all of the magnitudes of the eigenvalues are less than 1.
B. Jacobian Matrix of the Poincaré Map
Since this system has a discontinuous change in the angular velocities between immediately before and immediately after a double-supported phase, the influences of the discontinuity need to be considered to find Jacobian matrix J(q 3 ) of the Poincaré map at fixed point q 3 . In 
C. Stability Region With Respect to Parameters
In the previous section, periodic solutions (13) were obtained based on a simple walking model with feedback signals from the touch sensor. Here, the stability of the periodic solutions is investigated. The substitution of solutions (13) into (18) and (21) With respect to the stability region of parameters and !, this result is the same as for the case in which the oscillator does not receive any feedback signals from external sensors, walking motion cannot be modified, and the robot is driven by open-loop rhythmic signals. However, by incorporating feedback signals, the stability is improved (see [2] for details). When the walking motion becomes unstable depending on parameters such as ! and , consecutive period-doubling bifurcations occur, and the walking motion leads to chaotic motion (see [18] ).
Next, the case that includes 0 6 = 0 is considered. Fig. 6 shows the transition of the stability region with respect to parameters and !, due to parameter 0 and the comparison of the analytic and the numerical results. In the numerical simulations, parameter S is set at 6 . This figure reveals that the asymptotic stability region is enlarged by increasing parameter 0 . However, when parameter 0 exceeds a critical value which depends on parameters and !, the appearance of the stability region significantly changes. When parameter 0 is less than the critical value, the decrease of or/and the increase of ! increases the stability of the periodic motion, and there is only one boundary with respect to parameters and !, which divides into asymptotically stable and unstable regions, as shown in Fig. 6 . On the other hand, when parameter 0 is beyond the critical value, another boundary appears and the asymptotically stable region is formed between two unstable regions with respect to parameters and ! (see Fig. 7 ). Therefore, in that case, there is a region where the decrease of or/and the increase of ! decreases the stability, and, thus, it is necessary to use an adequate value for parameter 0 . This paper focuses on the stability to achieve such a parameter 0. Fig. 8(a) and (b) shows the maximum magnitude of the eigenvalues versus parameter 0 with respect to parameters and !, respectively, revealing that it has an extreme value with respect to parameter 0. Therefore, we use it as an optimal value of parameter Fig. 9 shows optimal value 8 0 with respect to parameters and ! obtained by the linear analysis and the rigorous numerical analysis. This analysis concludes that resetting the phase of the oscillator into an adequate value and modifying the walking motion due to the feedback signals from the touch sensor increases the stability of the walking motion.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the walking motion of a biped robot was analytically examined based on a simple model, and a phase reset of the oscillator that drives the robot was proposed to achieve a robust walking motion. When the swing leg touches the ground, the oscillator receives a feedback signal from the touch sensor at the tip of the leg. Instantly, the phase of the oscillator is reset, and the step period and the walking motion are modified depending on the phase reset. As a result, not only the stability, but also the stability region with respect to the parameters, model size, and walking speed are improved by resetting the phase into an adequate value, i.e., the analytical results demonstrate that the robot can walk adaptively by using the phase reset due to sensory feedbacks. 
The substitution of periodic solutions (13) 
